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For the last two weeks we have been hosting four teachers from Santiago, Chile. They have 
observed in each class, looking at the way we teach and assess, how the school day         
operates and the subjects we teach. They, in turn, have shared a presentation with each 
class about Chile. They talked about their school, Greenfield School, which is a bi-lingual 
school, with most lessons taught in English. Our children also learned about the Chilean 
wildlife and food and practised their Spanish pronunciation! 

The teachers have been working with Mrs Harrison to plan a link between the two schools. 
We hope to exchange letters and work, extending our understanding of the culture of each 
country and with their children practising English and our children practising Spanish! 

Our Chilean friends leave today to go to other local schools. We have greatly enjoying 
spending time with them and look forward to a productive link between our schools. 

Adiós Catalina, Paula, Andrea and Daniella. 
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Tesco Freebies 

We had a visit from John Bailey 
(Community Champion Tesco Bishop  
Auckland). 

He brought donations of cups and spoons 
that we will be using for food technology. 

Year One had a fruit tasting session this 
week and John is coming back next     
Tuesday with lots of fruit for us to create a 
fruit salad. 

 

War Memorials 

As part of our WW1 topic we looked at different types 

of war memorials. We looked in  particular at the   

Cenotaph in Whitehall, the Animals in War Memorial 

just outside Hyde Park and the RAF Bomber Command           

Memorial in Green Park. We discussed what certain 

symbols meant such as reversed arms or wreaths and 

then had a go at designing and making our own. The 

children had a great time and have produced some 

amazing results. 
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